Internet Speed up to 100Mb Included.
1Gb Prisma Speed Upgrade Available!

The Latest Residential
Pure Fiber Network.
Unlike other networks, such as the cable or phone company’s
fiber network, our’s is capable of delivering true high definition
digital IP Video, because it’s built on the fastest network
technology, capable of delivering unmatched speeds up to 100
Mbps. Even better; the system can quickly be supercharged to
gigabit speeds by simply swapping the equipment in your home.
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Future Proof Assurance
We’ve even added three spare fiber lines so you’ll be
assured you can connect to additional future services
when they become available.
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Not Only Convenient, But Affordable
Your high-speed Internet service is included in your
Homeowner’s Association, so Internet along with
other neighborhood services, can all be covered with
one easy payment.

Free, Live 24/7 Technical Support
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Fibersphere
Optical Panel

Fiber enters from the
ground and light signals
are converted to standard
copper network cabling.

Structured
2 Panel Upgrade
Ask Arbor about the
advantages of structure
cabling and enjoy the
flexibility and benefits
of smart wiring.

3 Network Port
Every home includes at
least one network port.
You decide which
convenient location fits
your needs. Look for the
blue Fibersphere label.

Whenever you need help, our expert team of technical support staff is ready to answer any questions,
offer advice or solve any issues you might encounter.
Our goal is to provide you with the tools and help you
need to enrich your experience using our service.

100 Mb

Including 10 GB online storage and 10 email accounts.

Want to Be Faster?
www.fibersphere.com /prisma

Speeds up to

1Gb

For questions, more information, or technical support visit us at www.fibersphere.com or call 503.681.8755.

Your New
Arbor Home
Has the Latest
Technology.

High Speed Fiber-optic Internet.
Built exclusively into select Arbor Communities.

